Why Exhibit at Heli UK Expo 2015?
Heli UK Expo affords leading helicopter manufacturers,
suppliers and service providers the key opportunity in
2015 to showcase the very best industry offerings to UK
based helicopter owners and operators.
Building on the success of the inaugural 2014
event, the Heli UK Expo team understands and
appreciates the sense of community and
networking opportunities welcomed by
potential exhibitors and affords all helicopter
owners and operators unrestricted fly-in access
to Sywell Aerodrome during the Expo.
Visitors particularly value Heli UK Expo’s close
association with the Helicopter Club of Great
Britain and we are delighted to confirm that we
will once again host the HCGB/Heli UK Expo
Challenge Cup with participants from all over
the UK and continental Europe flying.

A key element of the show will be a range of
seminars focused on addressing key issues
facing the helicopter community, with special
emphasis on attracting youth to choose Rotary
Aviation as their career choice.
The seminar programme will include many
leading industry professionals who will provide
critical insights into the helicopter industry’s
challenges and opportunities.
Heli UK Expo will run in parallel with the UK’s
leading General Aviation show, AeroExpo UK.
Additional aviation product and service
providers can be easily reached by helicopter
event visitors using a dedicated special link-way
which will connect the Helicopter and Fixed
Wing exhibitions.

“We were delighted with Heli UK Expo 2014,
especially as we secured seven new helicopter
sales. Thank you for all your help!”
Gary Slater, Heli-Charter (UK Bell IR)

“The perfect showcase for Garmin to
connect with its UK based customers”
Trevor Pegrum, EMEA Aviation Manager, Garmin

“Helicentre Aviation Places €1m Order for
Guimbal Cabri G2 Helicopters. The order
for almost €1m Euro was placed during
Heli UK Expo at Sywell earlier this month
where Helicentre Aviation and Cotswold
Helicopter Centre were exhibiting”
Helicentre Aviation Press Release: Monday, 30 June 2014

Sywell, the perfect location for
Heli UK Expo 2015
Sywell Aerodrome, voted ‘Best GA Airfield in the UK’ by the
Airport Operators Association (AOA) is the ideal venue for
Heli UK Expo.
The Heli UK Expo team believes it is critical
that exhibitors can get really close to
consumers. A key reason for continuing to
choose Sywell as the 2015 venue is that
helicopter owners and operators have
unrestricted ‘fly-in’ access.

Distance from Major Airports
Coventry

42 miles

Luton

45 miles

Birmingham

57 miles

Heathrow

75 miles

Stansted

75 miles

Gatwick

112 miles

With dedicated exhibitor pavilions, seminar and
conference area, adjacent hard-static helicopter
display area and extensive space for fly-in
visitors, Sywell is the ideal location to bring the
UK helicopter community together in a relaxed
atmosphere of a traditional airfield setting.
Where better to discuss business, gain
information and take away leads for the future.
Sywell Aerodrome provides ample space for
Helicopter landings and a large area for
Helicopter parking. In addition to a 1,268 metre
tarmac runway there are also two
well-maintained grass runways.

"Heli UK Expo provided the perfect setting for
Pooley’s to promote its products to the
helicopter community in a professional setting.”
Sebastian Pooley, Managing Director, Pooley’s Flight Equipment

The very experienced Air Traffic Control team afford exhibitors
the opportunity to hover directly to the helicopter static display
area, and flight demonstrations are easily arranged all day,
every day.
The Aviator Hotel is located onsite providing 54 en-suite
bedrooms which offer comfortable 3-star accommodation.
Facilities at the Hotel also include a VIP Lounge, Restaurant,
Boardroom and a Conference / Presentation Room.

Sywell Aerodrome is located in the heart of England,
close to Northampton and just 60 minutes from
London and the M25 or the UK's second largest
city, Birmingham.

Challenge Cup
We are excited to present the second
Heli UK Expo Challenge Cup in partnership
with the Helicopter Club of Great Britain.

Helicopter Club of
Great Britain

About the Challenge Cup
Open to visitors attending the show, Heli UK Expo will host an Air
Challenge Qualifying Round and Finals over two days with a prize
awarded to the challenge champion and 2nd, 3rd place runners up.
We hope to welcome European crews as well as the Polish
defending champions and the Russian Ladies champions!
The Heli UK Expo Challenge Cup is a series of skills-based races
and is the brain child of David Monks who saw a similar format at
the Moscow Air Races. The whole idea of the event is for it to be
spectator friendly and to appeal to the crowds. Instead of the old
single helicopter format showing one machine against the clock
with a low amount of spectator involvement, the new format of
two helicopters on two parallel courses and instant scoring ensures
that the race looks like it's well and truly on!

To find out more about the Challenge Cup visit:
www.HeliUKExpo.com/visiting/challenge-cup/

About the Helicopter Club of Great Britain
The Helicopter Club of Great Britain was formed in 1966 to bring together
helicopter pilots, owners and enthusiasts.
Its objectives are to encourage and support the use of the helicopter as a
cost-effective means of social, private, business, corporate and emergency
transport, and to generate a wider interest in the sporting use of helicopters
in the UK. But also to promote safety and encourage awareness of
environmental needs and to represent helicopter owners and pilots to
Government Authorities.

“The 2014 Heli UK Expo was a great first for the helicopter industry in
the UK, exhibitions such as this are vital. It was a great platform for
the HCGB to hold the first Heli UK Expo Challenge Cup, attracting
crews from as far afield as Siberia and Poland.
As far as working with the Heli UK Expo Team - very easy, they
understand the business and offer genuine help and assistance. The
attitude is very much that of let’s get it done doing whatever it takes to
get to the end result. Their formula works!”
David Monks, Chairman - Helicopter Club of Great Britain

Contact our team
for more information
Alex Ayling - Show Director
+44 (0)20 8549 3917
alex@avbuyer.com
Astrid Ayling - European Sales
+44 (0)20 8549 5024
astrid@avbuyer.com
AvBuyer Events Ltd. Trident Court, One Oakcroft Road,
Chessington, Surrey, KT9 1BD, United Kingdom
Heli UK Expo is an AvBuyer event.
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